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When a mysterious new weapon tips the balance against American and allied forces throughout the

Middle East, the only person the president can call for help is the man the administration has just

fired: Navy SEAL turned covert Homeland Security operative, Scot Harvath. Caught live on Al

Jazeera in an off-the-books operation, Harvath is forced to go to ground, as a senator with

presidential aspirations turns her sights on the White House and forces President Jack Rutledge to

publicly end the career of America's number-one counter-terrorism operative. But when the tide in

the war against terror suddenly turns against the West, the president has no choice but to bring

Harvath back inside. Ducking a congressional subpoena, Harvath travels to Cyprus where he learns

about a weapon called The Sword of Allah, which terrorists intend to use to rid all Muslim lands of

Western infidels. As the layers of truth unfold, Harvath is witness to realities more menacing than he

ever could have imagined and must rely solely on his instincts to confront a new evil closing in on

the United States. With his characteristic precision in describing military technology, high-voltage

action, and sweeping international sensibility, Brad Thor has created another supercharged novel

that is sure to thrill.
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Brad Thor's "Blowback" is an action-packed spy thriller about the complex world of international

terrorism, biological warfare, religious fanaticism, and political corruption. The macho hero is Scot

Harvath, a former SEAL who works for the Office of International Investigative Assistance in the



Department of Homeland Security. He has repeatedly sacrificed his personal happiness and peace

of mind in order to serve his country. Scott's archenemy is Khalid Sheik Alomari, a high-ranking

al-Qaeda operative and ruthless assassin. Alomari has been traveling around the world killing

Muslim scientists who may have unlocked the key to a devastating super weapon.This scenario

plays out against the background of a vicious power struggle between an ambitious Democratic

senator named Helen Carmichael and Republican President Jack Rutledge. Carmichael will do

anything to unseat the popular president, and she has been secretly compiling damaging

information about Rutledge in order to turn public opinion against him. Scott Harvath soon becomes

Carmichael's pawn in her scheme to destroy President Rutledge."Blowback" is timely story that is

"ripped from the headlines," with references to people and organizations that we read about in the

news every day. Brad Thor provides well-researched and detailed background information about the

Muslim world, and he explores the many ways in which the United States is battling the terrorist

threat posed by radical fundamentalists. Scot Harvath's courage, knowledge of weaponry, and

unerring instincts make him a worthy and appealing hero, and for a change, the author doesn't

provide his protagonist with a love interest to distract him from his duties. Although Scot does have

a beautiful and brainy partner, a molecular biologist named Dr.

If you like your thrillers in the form of international espionage then Brad Thor's latest book may be

the next good read for you. If waiting a year or more, is too long a time for you to learn how Dirk Pitt

has saved the whole world from destruction yet again, then Brad Thor has a larger than life hero

who might be just the intermediate fix you need! Welcome Scot Harvath!Like all good thrillers, in

Blowback Thor gives us a hero (protagonist) with a serious problem. This would be Scot Harvath,

ex-seal, ex-secret service agent, and intrepid patriot. You don't have to wait long to figure out what

the problem is, the actions starts in the first couple pages of the book, and the problem is not limited

to just one big problem, there are all sorts of tangential issues to worry about as well. And again, like

all good thrillers, the more our hero tries to solve the problem the worse the problem becomes.

Harvath has all the skills and talents you would expect from someone with his background, but

incredibly as soon as one bad guy gets eliminated, we learn that he was just a front for another

much "badder" guy.Blowback has Harvath in search of an evil genius who has figured out how to

spread a plague around the world that will kill all but the most faithful Islamic extremists. While good

guy Harvath has a lot of allies (no surprise, he teams up with a really smart, great looking woman),

time is certainly working against him. As the story races to the big confrontation you will be treated

to spectacular scenery, impregnable fortresses, lots of destruction, and you definitely won't be



disappointed with the conclusion.
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